
A NOTE FROM THE PRODUCER

On behalf of the students and staff involved in the musical, we wish to extend our gratitude to all those who supported the performances

by attending. We sincerely hope you were thoroughly entertained. Over 2200 people attended the four shows, over two days. For our

first musical to be so well attended was extremely encouraging, and a reflection of the strength of community throughout the College.

For those of you who saw the show, I’m sure you’ll admit that we have unearthed some super-stars. All the cast members were

outstanding, with the lead roles of ‘Fagin’, ‘Nancy’, ‘Artful Dodger’, ‘Bill Sykes’, Mr Bumble, and of course ‘Oliver’, unforgettable.

A massive thank you to all the parents of the students involved. All of you accommodated a hectic rehearsal chedule, and many chipped

in with help on the performance days.

Of course, with any first attempt at something of this scale, there were steep and cumbersome learning curves to be overcome. I am

immensely proud of the staff involved, and the selfless effort and time put in to ensure the experience for the students, and the end

result was the best it could be.

Preparations for the show started in the second half of 2008. All obstacles and hurdles thrown in our way were overcome. I was truly

amazed by the effort and endurance of Jo-Ann Kemp, who (with extremely short notice) took on the multiple roles of director, musical

director, and conductor. Ms Kate Aguis (in only her second year of teaching and having never choreographed a musical), needs special

mention for an outstanding result. Kate showed a maturity and professionalism decades beyond her age and experience. Mrs Ellen

Maugeri worked miracles with the costumes, equipping a cast of seventy-eight.How brilliant were the students in the band. Only an

eleven piece ensemble, yet it sounded like an orchestra. Most importantly of all, the students had a

confidence building, fantastic experience they will remember forever. The pride I feel for them is so

immense and intense, you could almost take a photo of it.

Thank you to all involved. I believe the catch phrase on the posters proved to be prophetically true.

‘Like never before…. You’ll leave wanting more’ ‘Consider yourself…. ENTERTAINED’ Luke Walker. (Extremely Proud

Producer)

PS…..To John O’Donnell and Yvonne Delaforce, who helped us out in a crisis with their wealth of experience, we say a very

big "Thank You".


